ALL DAY MEETING PACKAGES
(Minimum order 5 guests, prices per person)

**Package One** $38.5

Morning Tea
Chef’s selection of one sweet and one savoury item per person

Lunch
Gourmet warm individual meal
Truffleduck salad
Toasted bruschetta bread

Afternoon Tea
A local cheese and seasonal fruit presentation
One sweet item per person

**Package Two** $44

Morning Tea
Chef’s selection of one sweet and one savoury item per person

Lunch
Gourmet warm individual meal
Truffleduck salad
Selection of gourmet filled baguettes or bagels

Afternoon Tea
A local cheese and seasonal fruit presentation
One sweet item per person
MORNING OR AFTERNOON TEA
(Minimum order 5 guests, prices per person)

Package One
Chef’s selection of one sweet $10.5 and one savoury item per person

Package Two
Selection of local and imported cheeses, $13.5 fruit paste, lavosh & crackers Seasonal fruit

Package Three
Chef’s selection of two gourmet $15 savoury items and one sweet item per person
LUNCH

Package One
(Minimum order 5 guests, prices per person)
Selection of gourmet filled baguettes or bagels
Two warm savoury items per person

Package Two
(Minimum order 5 guests, prices per person)
Gourmet warm individual meal
Truffleduck salad
Toasted bruschetta bread

Package Three
(Minimum order 5 guests, prices per person)
Gourmet warm individual meal
Truffleduck salad
Chef’s selection of two warm savoury items per person

Dine at the Waterfront Kitchen
Table booked for your convenience
Order drinks and meals from the Cafe menu
Full table service
No payment required-the account is settled using the budget code provided
SOMETHING EXTRA...
(Minimum order 5 guests, all prices per person)

Seasonal fresh fruit platter $5

Individual cups of natural Greek yoghurt and poached seasonal fruit $6

Selection of local and imported cheeses, fruit paste, nuts, lavosh and crackers $10.5